CCNY Invited to NIT

Faculty to Appear at Hillel Thursday

"Student-Faculty Relations on Campus" will be the topic of a panel discussion at the Hillel Foundation, 113 E. 28 St., Thursday at 12:30.

The speakers will be Prof. Herbert Spero of the Economics Department, Prof. Walther Brandt of the History Department and Mr. Alton Lewis, Department of Student Life. Director of the Hillel, will serve as moderator.

The panel is the second of its kind sponsored by the Central Committee of Hillel. The first, held last semester, was entitled "American Judaism: Its Hopes and Fears." This topic was "Academic Freedom and Its Limitations.

Each speaker will be given the opportunity to state his views and then they will debate among themselves. Questions may be put to the speakers by members of the audience. Hillel is sponsoring this series in order to aid the development of a better student-faculty relation. All students are urged to attend.

Clyde Greenspan, chairman of the committee, announced the following course of action for this term:

1) To plan a tour of the campus for the freshmen and sophomores.

2) To institute a course in business English and Etiquette.

3) To improve the quality of the periodical and the quality of the current curriculum and registration procedures.

4) To include a student government course in Government 1.

5) To investigate the reasons why freshmen are not allowed to take accounting courses.

6) To look into the possibility of eliminating the Thursday portion of the Accounting 101-102 course in Government 1.

7) To attempt to exempt seniors from final examinations.

8) To consider suggestions on how to improve the present curriculum and registration procedures.

School Requests Raise In Budget for '50-'51

City College presented a budget request to Budget Director Sam Patterson of $7,200,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1. This figure represents an increase of $300,000 over last year.

PAS to Hear Guest Discuss Hoover Text

Mr. Samuel Schewel, of the Citizen's Committee for the Hoover Report Commission of the Public Administration Society Thursday at 12:15 in 1308L. He will speak on the general structure of the government, how and why it should be changed and the extent to which it will affect the level of government employment.

Although the Hoover Commission has, in part, put their plans into effect, some of the proposals have not as yet been accepted.

South-East Asia Post Held By Prof. Cohen

Jerome B. Cohen, Assistant Professor of Economics, has been appointed. Chief of the South Asian branch of the State Department. Professor Cohen, who is a specialist on Southeastern Asia, will commence in the fall.

In a letter asking for a six-month leave of absence for Professor Cohen, Mr. W. Park Armstrong, Director of the Intelligence Division of the State Department, said, "We hope for some time been conducting an extensive search for a well-qualified man to direct our work on South Asia as chief of our South Asian branch. Many of our inquiries, both in Washington and in academic circles throughout the country, have led us to Dr. Cohen. Assistant Professor of Economics in the School of Business at Columbia's way to several governmental agencies, during and since the war, and his extensive publications on Japan and Southeast Asia are most impressive. We are confident that he is well-qualified for the important work we have in mind."

Among Professor Cohen's most recent articles are: "Tax Reform in China," "Far Eastern Survey of December," "Far Eastern Survey of December," and "PAC and Eastern Asia are most important for the 1950-1951 fiscal year."

Win-some Miss

Cancer Drive Donation Buys 'Ugliest' Ballot

The New York Post and the Sunday Mirror have sponsored the United States has Master-America, but only City College has the Ugliest Man. Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring an "Ugliest" contest. The contest will be held next week. The contest will be held next week.
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City College accepted an invitation yesterday afternoon to play in the National Invitation basketball tournament, opening at Madison Square Garden Saturday. At the meeting, an NYU basketball will participate in the tournament.
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The announcement of the bid and of City's acceptance, came yesterday afternoon after a meeting of the invitation selection committee by Dr. Sam Good, head of the faculty. This will be the fourth time that a Nat Holman coached Mountain A Festival will participate in the tournament.
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City and Niagara are the tough teams and teams selected playing previous nights. San Francisco, Des Moines, St. John's, Western Kentucky, LII, Lafayette and Kentucky.

Serving as some of an ambition, the "ugliest" will make their appearance to place the Villa's of New York University at the Garden tonight.

The Beavers are out to tie up their third and sixth rivalry, one of the hardest fought in the nation, in which the Violets are leading, 15-17, as a result of last year's stunning upset victory.

NYU's poor record -- the poor-est in the college basketball league team since 1936-37 -- is the result of not being able to play a decent conference. They have had big half-time leads on such tournaments as Holy Cross, and have blown a 21-point lead apart in the final twenty minutes.

The Violets have a hard driving team, plenty of height, all starters are over six feet tall, and can capitalize on a team with a weak defense. The catch for the Violet defense isn't the greatest either.
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NYU's poor record -- the poor-est in the college basketball league team since 1936-37 -- is the result of not being able to play a decent conference. They have had big half-time leads on such tournaments as Holy Cross, and have blown a 21-point lead apart in the final twenty minutes.

The Violets have a hard driving team, plenty of height, all starters are over six feet tall, and can capitalize on a team with a weak defense. The catch for the Violet defense isn't the greatest either.

Much of the early season difficulty lay in the fact that a good

SA Addressing Service Ready

Sigma Alpha's free addressing service has been made available to all organizations that are willing to purchase addresses with the amount of money donated for the Cancer Fund in his name. Ballots may be purchased at a tenth floor booth and from members of APO or the Boosters. Students may vote as many times as they wish. Each entrant will also carry a collection can with him and at the end of the contest will receive votes in proportion to the amount of money he has collected.
**Psych Society To Show Film**

/movie "Good News"/ film, which will be presented at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow night in Loew's Roxy Theatre. The feature has been well received by both the press and the public.

**Fencers End First Defeasless Season**

by Sidney Friedlander

The fencing club again this year has contributed a very fine record to its history. The team has been unbeaten in its history.

**City Enable**

W. A. /& T. M. Press

Also the fencing club has been unbeaten in its history.

**Fresh Needed To Fill Penn In IMF Setup**

by Sidney Friedlander

The fencing club has been unbeaten in its history.

**Boxing Team Ends Season By Trimming American U.**

by Bob Full

The City College boxing team ended its season with a decisive victory over American University. The decision was 1-0, with the only point being scored by the City College team.

**Biggest Advance Sale In Theatre's History!!**

**GOLD NEWS**

THEATRE'S BLUES-BLAZING MUSICAL

**FLY TO PARIS . . $360**

(Round Trip)

**ROME . . $460**

(with International Youth)

**WITH INTERNATIONAL YOUTH**

All operations are included.

**SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR GROUPS**

**BRIGHTS OF PARIS**

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH. Inc.

138 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

W. H. 3-5548

To assure passage write immediately.

by Hamilton, New York, the famous galleria of art, is the College University is the opening of the season. The opening of the season will be held on February 1st with a special program of art, music, and dance.
Standings Mean Little
In City-NYU Rivalry

By Maurice Silverstein

Put New York University and City College on a basketball court anytime, anywhere, and you get red-hot action. Pandemonium broke loose in the first game in 1914 and set a pattern for future games between the two schools.

Of the thirty-five games played between the two institutions, NYU has won 18 and City 17. The battle between Nat Holman and Howard Cann is tied at 13 victories apiece. NYU leads, 18-17.

Perhaps the 1934 game received more publicity than any other. It was the final game of the season for both teams. NYU had won 15 straight and City, undefeated, had won 20 straight.

The Violets defeated the Beavers, 24-18. Because of this victory NYU was picked to meet Notre Dame in the next year's first college basketball game in Madison Square Garden.

The year 1930 witnessed the first basketball game at the Garden. The strange locality didn't have any bearing on the closeness of the game, however, as NYU won 31-29.

The 1930-31 Hall of Famers were rated as one of the best quartets ever to represent their school. They won 18 straight games and were big favorites to win over the Beavers. City came through with a startling 39-31 upset win and ruined an otherwise perfect season for the Cannons.

In the 1946 game. City didn't have too much. Just a few boys who had recently come back from service. But one of these boys was Hitty Shapiro, and he would lift City to victory. He bottled up Manhattan, scored 17 points, and led City to a 58-41 victory.

And next year! City was a slight favorite. If anyone would have suggested before the game that City would win by 31 points, he would have been put in a straight-jacket and whisked off to Bellevue. But that's just what happened. City whipped the Violets 91-60.

1948 NYU sent a team to the Garden that had lost but one game, and was generally accepted as the best quartet ever to represent their school. Yet the Fighting City underdog came through once again, and trimmed the Violets in a 66-54 upset.

The Beavers from City College had won three in succession and the boys from the Heights were getting tired of it all. 1960 wasn't supposed to be NYU's year, but there was no way the team of Lavrador point-getters, as Meliken won a decision over his opponent and Wragg fought over Al Huskey, City's heavy weight entry, though losing, did much better than expected against Howie Wolf, the Violets' champ "rascal." In the most exciting tussle of the day.

The team that could have stand as the match neared its end showed more guts than TV tangerines show gumming faces. Despite the fact that this was the last carded encounter for Coach Joe Sapora's charges, two of the City wrestlers were engaging in their last battle. Joe Coleman in the 125 lb. class and Bob Gagnano who taped the scale at 165 showed Coach Sapora that they are future point-getters.

Wrestling Team Loses
Final Match to NYU

The wrestling season ended for City College Saturday as they went down in defeat to NYU, 17-16. All was not lost for the Beaver grapplers, however, as Jerry Steinberg gained a personal triumph by defeating the NYU "rascal," in the most exciting tussle of the day.

Steinberg attained revenge over Bill Taussig, the Violets' captain, who had in two previous meetings last year been victorious over the NYU "rascal." He "pinned" Taussig with one second to go in the second period in the only non-decision match of the afternoon.

Dick Meliken and Tom Woods were the only other Lavrador point-getters, as Meliken won a decision over his opponent and Wragg fought over Al Huskey, City's heavy weight entry, though losing, did much better than expected against Howie Wolf, the Violets' champ "rascal." In the most exciting tussle of the day.

The team that could have stand as the match neared its end showed more guts than TV tangerines show gumming faces. Despite the fact that this was the last carded encounter for Coach Joe Sapora's charges, two of the City wrestlers were engaging in their last battle. Joe Coleman in the 125 lb. class and Bob Gagnano who taped the scale at 165 showed Coach Sapora that they are future point-getters.
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